Abstract. This paper is devoted to academician Mileva Prvanović on the occasion of her 85th birthday.
Introduction
Professor Mileva Prvanović has played a crucial role in enriching the research, growth and development of Differential Geometry over a 60-year period, placing her among the foremost geometers of our day. The long list of her outstanding scientific publications, remarkably cross-referenced, is a proof of her great imagination, creativity and dedication to science. She has been internationally recognized by maintaining Taking into account that Professor Neda Bokan at the paper "Prof Dr Mileva Prvanović-her contribution to Differential Geometry, Kragujevac Journal of Mathematics 25(2003), 111-125." has expound and analyzed the work and scientific results of Mileva Prvanović, we will, in this paper, give brief overview of the results of Mileva Prvanović, in the reference list ending with number 79.
In 
Summary of the latest results
In the papers [80] - [87] there were examined differentiable manifolds supplied with the complex or with the product structure. These are, depending on whether the metric is invariant or anti-invariant with respect to the structure, almost Hermitian, almost para-Hermitian, almost product-manifolds, ie. complex manifolds with Norden metric. Applying conformal transformations on the holomorphic and anti-holomorfic curvature tensors, there are determined the corresponding conformal invariant tensors.
Among them is, in the case of Kähler manifold, Bochner's curvature tensor too. As an example, it is determined the holomorphic curvature tensor of locally-conformal Kähler's space, as well as the Riemannian curvature tensor in the case of the space of constant holomorphic sectional curvature.
The holomorphic hypersurfaces of the conformally flat anti Kähler manifolds are examined. The results correspond to well-known theorem of E. Cartan and J. Schouten, according to which the hypersurface of conformally flat Riemannian manifold (when the dim ≥ 5) is conformally flat if and only if it is quasiombilical. The notion of pseudo -symmetry and Ricci pseudo -symmetry is expanded to the anti-Kähler manifolds and applied to the holomorphic hypersurface of the anti-Kähler's manifolds of constant totally real sectional curvature. It is also proven that anti Kähler manifold of quasi constant totally real sectional curvature satisfies the equation of Roter type.
